★★★★

PRAISE FOR
FOR BLOWBACK

“With this stunning conclusion
to the Blowback trilogy, Brian
Meehl weaves together the
extravagance of 1894
Parisian society with clever
time travel and compelling,
stunningly human characters
to create his best work yet…
an elegant and blissful story.”
– LitPick, Phillip DeGroot

★ (Red-Starred Review)
“...fresh and fast
paced...Meehl’s writing is
evocative…with its compelling
writing, likeable characters and
well-crafted plot, Blowback ’94
will find a welcoming
audience.” – blueink review

★★★★½
“…a very satisfying close to an original and captivating series.
Blowback ’94 is the most complete and engaging offering in the
trilogy, aided by a classic setting, fully explored characters, and
a confident voice from start to finish.” – SP Review

★ ★ ★ ★ (Clarion Rating)

★ (IR Approved)
“…a hugely enjoyable and fastpaced adventure…full of fun,
imaginative dialogue and
unforgettable personas. Though
part of a series, Blowback ’94
fully stands on its own.”
– IndieReader, 4.0 IR Rating

★★★★★
“This book is a must read, if
only for the scenes with Le
Pétomane!…a fantastic series
for older middle school readers
and absolutely necessary for
high school collections.”
– Ms. Yingling Reads
“Meehl’s prose mixes humor
with sumptuous period
details…A family-centered
time-travel adventure with a
lot of heart.” – Kirkus Reviews
★★★★★
“It has been a while since I've liked the
finale of a book series as much as I do
this one…an amazing historical fiction
novel.” – LitPick, Joshua Taflin

“…a time travel adventure made more tantalizing because of the friendships, love, and loss that it features.”
– Foreword Review, Hope Hills
“Paris comes alive as the twins interact with historical figures such as Degas, Henri de ToulouseLautrec, and one of the Moulin Rouge’s most unique talents: the famous flatulist Le Pétomane.
Fans of the series will love this final installment...” – Booklife

★ “In this time-bending first novel

in a planned trilogy, Meehl creates a
fascinating dichotomy between past
and present…With propulsive pacing
and an entertaining mix of witticisms,
historical lessons, romance, and
poignant moments, Meehl’s SF
adventure hits all the right notes.”
Publishers Weekly

“A quirky and engaging
crossroads for fans of
baseball, the Civil War, and
time travel. A perfect
cliffhanger blows readers
toward the next
installment.”

Kirkus Reviews
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